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Hi Everyone,
The evidence for declaring spring at Swan Lake seems to grow every day.
We have been watching the Coho salmon eggs in the nature house
incubator hatch all week. If you look closely in the upper right you can see
the head of one Alevin (freshly hatched salmon) protruding from an egg and
an empty egg sac from an already departed Alevin floating nearby.

In this photo you can see that the tail of the Alevin

By the end of the week

broke out of the egg first while the head is still

all but six of the Alevin’s

tucked in, and you can see lots of little eyes

had hatched and were

waiting for their chance to hatch.

hiding in the rocks on
the bottom of the tank.

Salmon eggs aren’t the only thing hatching at
Swan Lake in our early spring - late winter season.
Anna’s Hummingbird eggs are also hatching at
this time of year. Sorry for the blurred images
from my shaky hands and the long selfie stick.
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Amazingly, as if she didn’t have enough to do while
raising a family on her own, female Anna’s
Hummingbirds often start building a second nest
while they still have young in the first nest.
One female was recorded making four
overlapping nests in one year!

That means the male Anna’s Hummingbirds are still
showing off their signs of spring, flashing their bright
red gorgets to attract more females who are building
their second nests. I guess one is never enough for
a hummingbird!

It really is amazing to see
how, with just the turn of a
head, they can light up the
day and find true,
if fleeting, love once again.

The ducks are showing the signs of spring too,
although they tend to stay with a mate a little
longer than a hummingbird. Everywhere you
look there are males and females pairing up
like these Hooded Mergansers. She seems to
be a little upset with her bouy as she chirps
away at him. He probably left the toilet seat
up, or failed to notice her new hairdo.
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Like any good suitor he

And before you knew it

Ducks do not mate for

knew how to flash off his

they were cruising along

life, but do exhibit what

dazzling hoodie to sooth

in harmony again now

they call "seasonal

her troubled heart.

with her hairdo on

monogamy.” This means

display and his tucked

males go through

meekly away. Early

elaborate courting

relationships are such a

behaviour, bobbing up

challenge.

and down and displaying
their vibrant colours of
their best outfits to
attract a female. Sounds
good so far.

Once paired up the males will stay with
their partner during mating right through
to egg laying. That sounds like
a lot of couples I know.
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And the males will protect the

Afterwards for most ducks, like

female by getting into fights with

these Lesser Scaups, the males

other males until the nest is built

do not participate in rearing the

and the eggs are laid.

young. Sounds like a very
convenient form of monogamy
to me!

Some ducks are already

until he covers her whole

He grabs her head

doing more than just

body with his own.

feathers from behind

pairing up. When they

and in his enthusiasm

mate this Male American

will often push her right

Widgeon climbs on the

under the water.

female’s back,
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Luckily, while they are a
passionate pair, it does
not take long and in the
blink of an eye all is
well and they continue
on their way.

Canadian Geese and

Maybe that is why the

So you know when they

Trumpeter Swans on the

males are on their best

look deep into each

other hand will mate for

behaviour, protecting

other’s eyes and

life, although they will

their mates and

promise to spend an

sometimes “divorce” and

participating in the

eternity together, they

look for new mates if

raising of the young.

mean it.

they are not successful
raising a brood.
Or maybe it just seems like an eternity!
However the ducks and geese do it, it won’t be long until we see
more eggs in nests heralding spring at Swan Lake.
Take care, Lenny
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